We apply a new iterative method, the Teruor Product Generalized Alternating Direction Implicit method, to solve the discrete problem. We study a specifie implementation which uses Her· mite bicubie collocation in tbe ry direction and symmetric finite differences in the z direction. We demonstrate that this method is a fast and accurate way to solve the large linear systems arising from three dimensional elliptic problems. and LZJ is a general elliptic operator in x and y. We express a discrete problem in terms of tensor products of matrices resulting from lower dimensional, Bnd hence much simpler, problems. We apply a new iterative tcchnique to solve this discrete problem. We obtain a fast method for solving a large class of elliptic problenu in three dim~nsions.
Scction 2 presents a brief introduction to the Tensor Product Genualiud Alterll/lling
Direction Implicit (TPGADI) method. In Section 3 we extend the Method of Lines (Jones et ai,
[I8D to the Merhod of Planes to obtain a discrete problem which we write in tensor product form as
We present the TPGADI method for solving lIuch discrete problems in Section 4. We apply the Method of Planes 115iog Hermite bicubics in x and y Bnd fini.te differences in z in Sections S. 6 and 7. We consider a specific implementation in Section 8; we show that the Method of Planes together with the TPGADI method give a powerful tool for solving a large class of eUiptic problems in three dimensions.
The TPGADI method has been used effectively to solve discrete elliptic problems arising from olher discretizations in both two and three dimensions. We have used it in conjunction with the Method of Lines (Dyksen, {8D and the Hermite bicubic coliocatioD equations (Dyk- (22) c lO ) given
The following results arc used in subsequent analysis; for details see Dykscn.
[12]. 
We look for an approximate solution of (3.1) in the form of a set of M functions Thus, since the original operator in (3.1) separates into two factors, we arc able to reduce B.
three dimensional problem to a coupled system of two dimensional problem.s.
We now choose N linearly independent functions {~j(..r.y)}r_l which are twice continn- where I is the M xM identity matm. UJ(X,y)= I CfJ~I(X'y)=:: ., is iIlU5trated in Figure 7 .1 for the case N.. =N., =3.
Convcl1l:cnce of the TCtl!Of Product Generallud Ani Method
We now apply the TPGADI iterative method (4.1) to the discrete elliptic problem (3. 
it follows that the 2Nz - 
The Hermite bicubic collocation equations resulting [rom (7.1) contain 4N..N, equations and unknowns associated with the partial differential operator and 4{N,. +N" +1) correspondiog to the boundary conditions. Since the Hermite bicubic polynomials arc the dual basis with respect to function and derivative evaluation at the grid points. the equations and unknowns associated with the boundary conditions uncouple from the resulting linear system. To iIIustrate this, we show in Figure 7 .1 the pattern of non·zero elements in the Hermite bicubic col· location equations arising from (7.1) with Il =0 using the tensor product ordering of the collocation points (equations) and basis functions (unknowns) for the case Hz =N:J =3. Figure 72 shows the same linear system, rearranged with the boundary collocation points and basis func· tions ordered first. The first 28 equations and unknowns arc associated with the boundary conditions, and uncouple from the 64 x 64 linear system, leaving the 36 equations and unknowns associated with the interior collocation points. The unknowns 8S5OCiated with the boundary conditions can be computed and eliminated from the resulting lincar system cntirely, dnrma the dlscretlza1l.on pIlaR.
IIL::EE::E::: Table 82 . We prove in Section 6 that the TPGADI method derived for the Method of Plancs converges if appli.ed to the Discrete Model Problem. We now lIOIve a discrete problem arising from a more general elliptic operator. We extend to three dimensions the two dimensional elliptic operator of Problem 18 of the population of partial differential equations of Rice Table 8 .3. with the theoretical ratc of convergence, 0 (h'I). We give in Figure 8 .1 a typical contour plot of a cross secti.on of the computed so~ution and the error.
16.'1'
Although the solution time for the case N == 12 and M = 143 is almost foue hOUIS.
moderate accuracy is achieved by taking a relatively small number of iterations (24) compared to the number of unknowns (82368). This is because each eigenvalue of T~annihilatcs 576 components of the crror. Herein lies the power of the TPGADI method. By contrast, it would take approximatcly 12 days to solve this problem using band Gauss elimination.
The memory efficiency of the TPGADI method is striking for three dimensional probfems. For example, with N = 12 and M "" 143, our implementation of the Method of Planes and the TPGADI method requires approximately 300,000 words of computer memory. By contrast, the number of words required in this case JUS! (0 store (Tr@B.q +10A..,.) to factor it using band Gauss elimination is on the order of 140,000,000.
Wc believe that our implementation could be made more efficient by using a discretiza- We solve (8.1) using h. with the boundary conditions (Houslis et al, [16] . [17] [21D. The initial iterate, U{O), is alwaY' taken to be zero. Although the source tor these supplementary program could be included in the SUBPROGRAMS segment of the BLLPACK program, we automatically load them from a separate. precompiled library. 
